SIP Workforce & Skills Insights
Supporting member companies to gain insight and understanding of skills
priorities for industry at a company, regional and national level.

•

Benchmarking: comparing your company approaches to talent development with the wider sector, including
apprenticeship levy recovery

•

Ability to see how your organisation compares against national sector-based workforce characteristics (for
example gender, age profile, qualification level)

•

Gain a better understand of skills gaps, shortages and related policies across the sector

•

Support with the development of evidenced-based presentations to make your internal business case for skills
or apprenticeships

•

Production of case studies to showcase your training and or apprenticeship programmes

About the Service

Benefits

SIP Workforce & Skills Insights is a service which
provides member companies with the evidence they
need to support their skills and people development
ambition.

•

Insights into national workforce information across
your sector, including skills gaps and shortages

•

Comparison of your company’s approach to talent
development with that of others in your sector

We can explore your requirements through a discussion
with you and supplement this with secondary data
sources from government, local authorities, key skills
stakeholders, trade associations and other partner
organisations.

•

A summary publication and/or infographics that
provide you with the evidence you need to take
action

•

Provision of SIP data to support People Strategy
development and action planning

We gather data from a range of sources, and use our
in-house data tools to provide insights into areas such
as key industry occupations, apprenticeships, jobs and
emerging skills.

The Output
We will produce either a report or a summary
presentation on the insights needed to support you in
developing strategy, making an internal business case
or developing key internal messages to promote your
approach.
We use visuals and infographics, presentations and
easily digestible content.

“On behalf of its members, the Science Industry Partnership conducts major research into the skills
required for our sector. In light of the global operating environment in which we now operate, this
evidence-base has never been more important and our current Life Sciences Skills Strategy will
underpin the skills needs of the industry through to 2030, building a clear and robust evidence base
of the current workforce to provide a forward-looking strategy.
“Our members require such evidence in order to develop a robust skills pipeline and
to support decisions around investment in training and apprenticeships at
every level, and our education providers partners require such evidence
to plan and build capacity and capability where it is needed.”
Chair, SIP Futures Group

SIP Research Capability
The SIP research team have access to UK’s leading skills and employment datasets
and reports. This, combined with our skills policy expertise means we can provide both
workforce data and information on the skills landscape.
On behalf of the SIP, we also undertake surveys, consultations and interviews to gather
qualitative inputs and a deeper understanding of the issues the sector is facing.

Membership Days Used
This intervention is based on the project scope, and is typically a minimum of 1 membership day.

Contact us:
For a discussion about SIP membership please contact
the SIP Membership help desk.
01925 515220 sipmembers@cogentskills.com
Supported by

www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
Science Industry Partnership

@SIP_Member

